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Chairperson’s overview

C

Dali Mpofu

Proudly South African’s quest is to spread the Buy
Local message through its Consumer Education
Outreach campaign that conveys an important
message to educate current members, prospective
members and consumers on the significance of buying
local. In short, any organisation, business or company
that supports the campaign’s aims and objectives is
required to consistently inspire an increased natural
focus on the quality of locally-produced products and
services. Increased productivity through employee and
environmental development remains a key
element offering competitive advantage in a country
that is growing more connected and open. Cost efficient
solutions such as time saving technology and faster
product cycles provide a sustainable competitive
advantage for local industry, which directly impacts on
job creation so that all South Africans can enjoy
economic freedom and quality of life. Also, the
intention of Proudly South African is to stimulate
innovative entrepreneurship, improve efficiency within
local trade and industry and invite inward investment.
Of all the basic qualities required by those
responsible for developing South Africa’s image,
objectivity is deemed the most valuable, and often
the hardest to achieve. It is critical that the inventor or
manufacturer adopt an unbiased view of their product
by anticipating and meeting the needs of the
“customer’s customer”, the consumer. This principle
has held Proudly South African in good stead over the
past eight years since its inception, judging by the
commitment to excellence of its member companies, as
well as their compliance to support job creation
objectives. Milestones include the PetroSA HomeGrown
Award ceremonies, which showcase the diversity of our
member organizations and their contribution to nationbuilding.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN

It is with pride that I extend sincere gratitude to the
Strategic Partners of the Proudly South African
Campaign and other stakeholders, in particular the
CEO Ms. Manana Moroka and her dedicated team for
their foresight in identifying prospective members and
areas where commercial opportunities exist that need
to be developed.
Proudly South African’s mission is to also encourage
women empowerment as an emerging economy and
to make it easier for them to run small firms; while a
key problem is finding investors to finance the start-up
ventures and bring the products and services to market.
Proudly South African, due to its diverse platforms, is
able to assist emerging business owners in securing
viable market access. Making use of the best
capabilities to identify and satisfy real market needs is
within the grasp of any company or institution, whether
it renders a service or manufactures a product. Any
public entity, sports body, school, tertiary institution,
government department, municipality, NGO, town or
city or even an individual, should ideally re-examine
their customized inputs on a regular basis, to identify
new ways to bolster learning curves, scale economies,
and focus on efficiency to grow their brand identity and
Proudly South African can be the brand to compliment
their brand.
Proudly South African recognises that it can only reach
its pro-active goals if all stakeholders such as
participating members, government and civil society
work together in positioning the country’s internal
market mechanisms. Rapid advancement of local
industry means that South Africa should continually
shape and re-shape its national identity as it drives the
core principle of Buy Local. Proudly South African is
confident that through its sustained collaboration with
government and other constituencies it will realise its
vision to build a better life for all.
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From the Overall Convenors

NEDLAC Overall Convenor, Government, for Proudly SA

Les Kettledas

One of the declarations emerging from the Presidential
Jobs Summit in October 1998 was the “Buy South
Africa” campaign. This declaration committed all
parties to a campaign that would seek to stimulate
economic growth and job creation in South Africa
through increased demand for South African goods
and services which met criteria related to local content,
quality, labour standards and environmental standards.
Established in 2001 with the public face of Proudly
South African, the “buy local” campaign is now as
relevant as ever as a tool to promote national pride and
unity, whilst helping to favourably position the South
African economy through greater competitiveness and
the safeguarding and creation of employment
opportunities. The necessity of a campaign of this
nature was again publicly confirmed by all political
parties present at the Campaign’s briefing to the
Parliamentary Portfolio Committee for Trade and
Industry in mid 2007.

We are convinced that the desired behavioural change
– “Buy Local” – is not only highly desirable to
strengthen our country’s social and economic fibre, but
also within reach. What is increasingly required is for
the various spheres of government to set an example
and to put their buy local commitment to the test in a
practical and quantifiable manner. I believe the
decision to include a category for government in the
annual Proudly South African HomeGrown Awards is
an excellent initiative that will also ensure that this
important constituency demonstrates its own
performance in terms of the Proudly SA criteria.
As we move closer to 2010, no effort should be spared
to promote the competitiveness of our local enterprises
and service providers. This will ensure that, indeed,
2010 can contribute to building the intended social and
economic legacy we all desire.
We look forward as the government constituency to
tackle this challenge, through the rewarding Buy Local
concept, with renewed vigour in the year to come.
We will continue to play our part, together with our
social partners – including Proudly South African - to
realise the vision of a better life for all!

The 2007/08 financial year has brought its fair share
of successes and challenges to the Campaign, with
the need to revisit the Campaign’s funding model with
a view to find a balance between the expectations of
members and a consistent, regular income stream to
sustain the Proudly South African brand and profile.
As the government constituency, we are very much
aware that in order to reduce the Campaign’s
dependency on membership fees and to enable it to
optimise its role in promoting sustainable business
growth it would require regular government funding.
After all, Proudly SA’s Australian counterpart, Australian
Made, was reliant on government funding for more than
a decade.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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NEDLAC Overall Convenor, Labour, for Proudly SA

Ebrahim Patel

Job creation is not a once-off event. It is an ongoing
process, and the Proudly South African Campaign is
one of an important array of economic tools to help
safeguard jobs and create more employment
opportunities, within the context of fair labour
standards, and a commitment to continuous
improvement and quality enhancement.

It involved the training and commissioning of volunteers
to promote the buy local rationale. It is anticipated that
this pilot project, which in essence is an extension of
the existing Christmas Buy Local Campaign, may point
the way for expanding this initiative to other areas in
the future, while making a practical contribution to the
shared aim of safeguarding existing jobs and
stimulating job creation through the promotion of Buy
Local. As organized labour we look forward to continue
working closely with Proudly South African to engage
society at large to help promote economic growth which
is sustainable and equitable.

The outcomes of the 2003 Growth and Development
Summit implore all constituencies to work constructively
with Proudly SA in promoting sustainable economic
growth through Buy Local.
The labour constituency, together with Proudly SA, in
the past year faced the challenge of promoting
consumer choice for locally-manufactured items in the
clothing and textile industry especially, as a means of
assisting this labour-intensive sector to regain a sound
footing in the local manufacturing industry.
This has been a tough challenge, given the proliferation
of imported clothing and textiles from across the globe.
However, the growing emphasis on ethical trading with
a focus on responsible environmental and labour
practices in manufacturing was seen as a great
opportunity to entrench the Buy Local rationale.
Creating a better understanding of how local
procurement/purchasing helps to grow our economy
and promotes business competitiveness demands a
long-term investment in consumer education.
This has prompted the Labour Constituency, through
Cosatu Western Cape, to launch a promising pilot
project, in collaboration with Proudly SA, to extend the
reach of the Buy Local message in the Western Cape.
6
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NEDLAC Overall Convenor, Business, for Proudly SA
Growing confidence in the Campaign is also
illustrated by the decision by two of the Campaign’s
former sponsors to again invest in the Campaign at
this level.
Raymond Parsons

No-one will argue that the business environment is
constantly changing, accompanied by both challenges
and opportunities. In an era where consumers are
increasingly demanding that businesses should
demonstrate their commitment to responsible
citizenship, and are more willing to support companies
that are able to prove their bona-fides, the underlying
values of the Proudly South African Campaign
represent a solid foundation to enhance business
sustainability and competitiveness.

We believe that in an increasingly globalised economy,
the Proudly South African rationale and brand needs
to be optimised further in support of local brands in
domestic, regional and global markets.
Realising that sustainable growth and development
demands the active involvement of all sectors of
society, organised business remains committed to the
Proudly South African Campaign as a proven
mechanism to help achieve social and economic
benefits for our ‘Nca!tion’ through active consumer
support of quality locally-produced products
and services.

As a constituency we continue to value the role of
the Campaign as a competitiveness driver and take
pride in the steady progress made over the past year
to strengthen its visibility and positioning in various
spheres.
The fact that the Campaign was given an opportunity to
update the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Trade
and Industry, and received a positive response from this
important stakeholder group, gave further credence to
the Campaign’s important role in the national context,
boosting business confidence in the Campaign’s ability
to engage a broad range of stakeholders, especially
government, in support of “local”.
From a business perspective this Constituency
welcomes the Campaign’s efforts at engaging member
businesses and potential new members across the
country through CEO Forums. The success of this
initiative is proof of the desire for greater interpersonal
communication between businesses and Proudly South
African, and therefore we would like to
encourage the extension of this valuable platform
across the country for greater impact.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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NEDLAC Overall Convenor, Community, for Proudly SA
progress made in enlarging the Campaign’s footprint
across our country.

Lulama Nare

History time and again serves as a reminder of the
invaluable contribution that a consumer movement can
make in achieving political, economic and social justice.
Translating consumer awareness into the appropriate
“Buy Local” behaviour is indeed a tall order, which
requires the active support of a wide range of
stakeholders. As a community constituency we take
pride in the progress made by the Campaign in the past
financial year to enhance collaboration amongst all
constituencies in pursuit of our overall aim – the
safeguarding and creation of jobs, economic growth
and greater prosperity for all!

The regional strategy, which was mooted in the
Campaign’s update to the Parliamentary Portfolio
Committee for Trade and Industry mid-way through
this financial year, certainly deserves closer scrutiny
as a mechanism to further mobilize support for Proudly
South African in the future.
By appealing to all South Africans’ sense of pride in
what is truly homegrown and unique, Proudly South
African remains a valued tool in “Building the Pride
and Prosperity of our Nca!tion”. As a constituency we
remain committed to working with communities and
community organizations to pursue this uplifting and
rewarding programme.

Community organizations remain important grass-roots
instruments to promote an understanding and support
of the impact of local purchase behaviour.
The Campaign has made great strides in this regard by
formalizing relations with organizations such as Indalo
Yethu, the National Youth Commission and LoveLife
that believe in the Proudly South African ethos and
rationale and are able to magnify the message and
exert influence to change purchasing behaviour and
help cultivate an appreciation for local.
I would also like to commend the Campaign for further
extending its outreaches beyond the provinces covered
last year, to focus on building consumer awareness in
the Cape Province especially. The awarding of Proudly
SA status to the second rural town, Albertinia in the
South Cape, the Campaign’s collaboration with the
Department of Education to promote the Proudly SA
concepts amongst our country’s learners, as well as the
CEO’s Network Forums extended beyond Gauteng to
the Western Cape and North West is evidence of the
8
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Board of Directors and Sub-committees of the Board as at 31 March 2009

The Board of Directors is nominated by the constituencies represented at the National Economic Development and Labour
Council (NEDLAC) and comprises of three delegates from each of the constituencies:
Adv. Dali Mpofu			

Chairperson, Proudly South African, Group CEO, South African Broadcasting Corporation

					
Ms. Manana Moroka		

CEO, Proudly South African

Mr. Herbert Mkhize		

Executive Director, Nedlac

Government 					
Mr. Iqbal Meer-Sharma		

Deputy Director General, Trade and Industry South Africa

Mr. Les Kettledas		

Deputy Director General: Department of Labour

Organised Labour
Mr. Ebrahim Patel		

Nedlac Overall Convenor, Labour General Secretary, SACTWU

Mr. Joseph Maqhekeni		

President: NACTU

Mr. Bheki Ntshalintshali		

Deputy General Secretary, COSATU

Organised Business
Prof. Raymond Parsons		

Nedlac Overall Convenor, Business Deputy CEO, BUSA

Mr. Michael McDonald 		

Chief Economist, Seifsa

Mr. Jerry Vilakazi		

Chief Executive Officer, BUSA

Community representatives
Mr. Sizwe Shezi			

Nedlac Overall Convenor, Community (Up to August ’08) President,

				South African Youth Council
Ms. Lulama Nare		

Nedlac Overall Convenor, Community (From November ’08) Gender and HIV Officer, 		

				SADTU
Ms. Laura Kganyago		

National Women’s Coalition

Mr. Dumisane Mthalane		

South African National Civic Organisation (SANCO)
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Board of Directors and Sub-committees of the Board as at 31 March 2009
BOARD SUB-COMMITEES
The three Sub-committees of the Board which focus on critical areas of the Proudly South African business were constituted
as follows:

Membership and Marketing Committee
Mr. Herbert Mkhize (Chairperson)
Mr. Dumisani Mthalane (SANCO)
Mr. Michael McDonald
Mr. Ebrahim Patel

Human Resources and Remuneration Committee
Ms. Laura Kganyago (Chairperson)
Prof. Raymond Parsons
Mr. Les Kettledas
Mr. Bheki Ntshalintshali
Mr. Herbert Mkhize

Audit Committee
Mr. Joseph Maqhekeni (Chairperson)
Mr. Sizwe Shezi (Up to August ’08)			
Ms. Lulama Nare (From November ’08)
Mr. Iqbal Meer-Sharma
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Marketing
The Marketing Department has managed to successfully implement eleven of the Campaign’s twelve flagship projects
as a means to achieve key objectives relating to both visibility and awareness, as well as uptake of products and services that bear the Proudly South African logo. Having to contend with a limited budget, creative thinking and innovation ensured that these opportunities were delivered on.

Research
The approach followed ensured that the existing
awareness rate was maintained at a high level, with a
slight decline in the desired purchase behaviour over the
last three months of the financial year.
Interestingly, most purchases of Proudly South African
products or services have occurred within the following
sectors:
•

•
•

The highest uptake, as could have been expected,
was amongst Fast Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCGs);
There was some growth in the Clothing, Textiles 		
and Footwear sector, while
The Pharmaceuticals and Financial Services
sectors also enjoyed a fair measure of support.

It was found that consumers strongly associate the
Proudly SA logo with local production, quality and an
underlying feeling of patriotism. In general, the research
confirmed that there have not been significant changes in
the status of awareness and purchasing levels of Proudly
South African products and services. This is attributed to
the fact that the investment made in terms of
above-the-line marketing remained at a relatively low level
throughout the financial year.
Although the Campaign is mostly well received and the
gist of it well understood, and ongoing effort is required to
educate consumers on the Campaign’s intentions. This
is also necessary to achieve the desired impact in terms
of how support of local products and industries promotes
economic growth and contributes to the overall well-being
of the country.

PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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Brand Integrity
The necessary measures are in place to safeguard the
integrity of Proudly South African, a recognised
“Superbrand”.
The Proudly SA logo is registered as a Trade Mark, in
all classes, under the Merchandise Marks Act. It is also
registered with Customs (SARS) under the Counterfeit
Goods Act.

The Mobisite-based, Please Call Me (PCM) facility was
used before, during and after Proudly SA Week to
communicate salient messages.
This was accompanied by the normal mainstream
media and public relations activities.
The core of the activities was presented over a week.
However, with the support of strategic partners and
stakeholders, Proudly SA week was in effect extended
to a month.

The use of the Proudly SA logo is managed and
monitored on a continuous basis.
Companies that had resorted to using the wording
Proudly SA or Proudly were requested to remove the
wording or to withdraw their registration, or pending
registration with the Registrar of Companies at CIPRO.

The Proudly SA budget was allocated for the activities
performed in the core week-period, while numerous
other activities were executed in collaboration with
partners and sponsors, such as:

Proudly South African Week/Month
A comprehensive Proudly SA Week strategy was
developed, while execution was effected through a
conservative internal budget, together with strategic
partnerships.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The dti
Umsobomvu Youth Fund
COSATU
National Productivity Institute
SA Disability Association
Soweto Business Executive Chamber (SOBEC)
Community constituencies – Heritage day.

New information and communication technologies
aimed at effectively reaching the technology-oriented
market were used for the first time by the Campaign.

14
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To redress the injustices of the past, while doing justice
to the need for quality of life for all, we need to “unlearn”
those behaviors that are not conducive to our growth
and accept diversity as our unique strength. Moral
integrity, respect for human dignity, a positive attitude
and the drive to always strive to do better forms the
very foundation of our competitive advantage as
a nation.
We will honour the call of the wise and encourage,
through our example, those principles that will ensure
our prosperity. As Steve Biko so eloquently confirmed.
“The power of a movement lies in the fact that it can
indeed change the habits of people. This change is not
the result of force but of dedication, of moral
persuasion”.
United as a Proud Nca!tion we will continue to nurture
the ethos that both defines and guides us – we are
Proudly South African!

PetroSA Proudly South African HomeGrown Awards 2007
This annual highlight during which innovative members
companies are acknowledged for excellence was
attended by 520 distinguished guests during an
exquisite African-themed event at the Birchwood Hotel
and Conference Centre on 21 June 2008.
The overall theme for the Awards was United we stand
as a Nca! Nation! The dramatic introduction to the
event set the tone for this very special evening…

The event was graced by the presence of numerous
dignitaries, including the Minister of Trade and Industry,
Mr Mandisi Mpahlwa, who also delivered the keynote
address; guest speaker, Dr. Popo Molefe, the Chairman
of founder member and main event sponsor, PetroSA;
as well as Proudly SA Board members, Campaign
members and finalists. Fifty companies had collectively
entered a record number of entries for the awards.
Winners were chosen nationally from Proudly SA
members that had entered the awards in one or more of
the nine categories.

“South Africans are a one of a kind - unique and
special. We are Proudly South African.
Having risen from the brink of disaster, we embrace
our political freedom and nurture our boundless spirit of
reconciliation to shape a positive destiny for our people,
our country, our continent.
United as a Proud Nca!tion we are committed,
individually and collectively, to become the best that we
can be – to ensure that our political freedom truly
translates into social and economic freedom for all.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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Scooping Company of the Year in the corporate
category was Eveready (Pty) Ltd and Bandito’s Chile
Company in the SMME category. Both companies were
found to be making a significant contributing to
socio-economic development, employment creation
and in enhancing the reputation of local products and
services.
Eveready stood out for its cutting edge technology to
harvest wind as a source of renewable energy.
Bandito’s Chile Company started out as a family-owned
business in 1994 and had expanded to the point where
it was exporting a truly home-grown product to chilli
lovers in other parts of the world.
The category winners were as follows:
•
Product of the Year - (1) G.U.D. Holdings
(Pty) Ltd (Corporate) and (2) Green Banana
Industries (SMME);
•
Service of the Year - (3) BSG Africa (Corporate)
and (4) Hands on Treatment (SMME);
•
Innovator of the Year - (5) Eveready (Pty) Ltd
(Corporate) and (6) Tutuka Motor Holdings
(Pty) Ltd (SMME);
•
Exporter of the Year category was clinched by
(7)Bandito’s Chile Co (SMME);
•
CSI Champion of the Year - (8) OUTsurance
Insurance Co Ltd (Corporate) and (9) Green
Office (Pty) Ltd (SMME);
•
Nation Builder of the Year - (10) South African
Ballet Theatre and (11) Soweto Small Business
Executive Chamber (both non-governmental
organisations);
•
Manufacturer of the Year - (12) G.U.D.
holdings (Pty) Ltd (Corporate) and
(13) Chemlog (SMME);
•
Education Institution of the Year - (14) Victoria
Girls’ High School.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Winners were chosen by a panel of eight distinguished
judges, representing business, trade unions,
government and the community, who had the pleasure
of deciding on those companies that had excelled in
delivering the Proudly SA promise.
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Endorsement Campaign
This campaign was developed to enhance the reputation and credibility of the Proudly SA Campaign, through the
support of and endorsement by credible political leaders, leaders in business, and other societal role-models.
Sixteen endorsements advertisements were placed in appropriate media during this fiscal year.



 
  

  
   

         

  
   

 
   

  
   

   
    

         
     
   
     
        
 
        



  



   

Consumer Education Outreach Campaign
The successful outcomes of this flagship programme
were attained through the outreaches to provincial
government, especially North West, Limpopo and Free
State Provincial Government, as well as the CEO
Forums which assisted in stimulating Business to
Business activities.
The Consumer Education Outreach Campaign was
developed to increase awareness, educate consumers
and to increase the uptake of Proudly SA members’
products and services. It was developed in line with
Proudly South African’s strategy of enhanced overall
delivery.
The aim was to focus on a behavioural change to
ensure enduring consumer loyalty in Phase II of the
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN

Campaign - Buy Local. The target groups catered for
were LSM 1-5 and LSM 6 upwards. Both above- and
below-the-line marketing activities were utilised.
Due to budget constraints Proudly SA has not
conducted road shows, but has partnered with various
organisations, especially members, instead to
communicate the Proudly SA message.
These included optimising Lap Desk road shows;
Umsobomvu Youth Fund and the Youth Commission’s
programmes; CGF/SETA Road shows; Campaigns/
events of the dti, other strategic partners and Proudly
SA member events and exhibitions.
No less than 49 events and twenty exhibitions were
participated in as partners during 08/09. These had a
reach of approximately 100 000 people.
17
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Proudly SA CEO Forums were a regular feature in
Gauteng and the Western Cape where they were
presented on a monthly basis. These forums offer a
platform for members to network and to pursue
Business to Business opportunities. The retention of
current members and recruitment of new member was
also an important motivation.
Hosted and sponsored by members, as well as
non-member companies, the Forums have proven to
be very popular amongst members and were very well
attended. A limited number of attendees – 30 to 35
maximum were accommodated at each session.
Ten Forums were held during this year – four in Gauteng, three in the Western Cape, one in KwaZulu/Natal,
one in the Free State and one in North West Province.
As part of a Proudly SA /COSATU partnership, the
Campaign agreed to contribute financially to two staff
members who had been appointed by COSATU
Western Cape for a 12 month period. These staff
members are managed jointly by COSATU and
Proudly SA.
This initiative is part of a pilot project to educate
Cosatu’s Shop Stewards and members about the
Proudly SA Campaign. It is anticipated that they in turn
could influence their respective companies to support
the Campaign. If successful, COSATU will engage with
Proudly SA to roll-out this project to their members in
the other provinces, too. Quarterly reports were
presented to Proudly SA.
Youth Campaign
This campaign was developed to educate the youth and
to confirm the buy-in and support of young people in
South Africa.
The purpose of the Youth Campaign is:
•
To ensure that the young people of South Africa
take pride in their own abilities; develop social
leadership, creative, business and
entrepreneurial skills;
•
To empower young people to become socially
responsible citizens, based on a value system
18

that thrives on mutual respect, innovation and
creativity;
•
To promote a culture of appreciation for and
buying of locally produced products and
services.
Various activities were planned to reach learners at
schools, including Proudly SA Schools and young people in the community at large. It included the following:
•
P n P/Proudly SA Educational Campaign to all
Proudly SA Schools and new schools. 1 700
schools throughout South Africa were targeted;
•
An educational toolkit was developed for begin
ners, intermediate, seniors and FET learners;
•
This campaign also served as a tool to increase
the number of schools registered with the
Proudly SA Campaign – approximately 300
schools had joined the Campaign by the end of
June 2008;
•
The Nca! Art Awards formed part of the P n P/
Proudly SA Schools Campaign;
•
Above-the-line marketing activities such as
radio and TV interviews, as well as print
advertisements with trade exchange partners
were undertaken;
•
Below-the-line marketing initiatives such as
schools outreach programmes, in partnership
with Proudly SA members such as Lapdesk,
Hotdogz Inc, and other partnerships with Um
sobomvu, Youth Commissions and UNICEF
were also pursued.
Throughout this financial year Proudly SA supported
various schools and tertiary institutions with numerous
requests and activities.
Easter Campaign
Proudly SA partnered with COSATU for the Easter
awareness and buying campaign. The pilot project was
launched for the Western Cape only. Proudly SA
developed co-branded leaflets with Cosatu, as well as
banners and other promotional items for this campaign.
It included an advertising campaign in various print
media as part of the Proudly SA retention strategy focusing on the profiling of Proudly SA member
companies.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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PROUD! Magazine
The next issue of the PROUD! Magazine was published
and distributed at the PetroSA Proudly SA HomeGrown
Awards 2007/08. The purpose of the magazine is:
•
To educate consumers;
•
To communicate success stories of Proudly SA
and other successes and positive stories of
ordinary South Africans doing extra-ordinary
things;
•
Showcase Proudly SA members, their products
and services and to entice non-members to join
the Campaign.

•
•

In addition a strategy to generate revenue to pay for the
production of the magazine was implemented. This
required the Campaign to identify key clients to
advertise at R15 000 per issue, (R45 000 per annum)
for a full page advertisement together a mention in the
foreword which could be subsidised from membership
fees if relevant.

Important changes to the magazine included
the following:
•
Having three editions per year rather than four
as a cost-saving measure;
•
Not having the magazine for sale on news
T h e

o f f i c i a l

m a g a z i n e

o f

T h e

p r o u d l y

s o u T h

a f r i c a n

stands due to wastage, but rather direct
mailing to members, stakeholders, strategic
partners and clients;
Distributed at relevant and high profile Proudly
SA events;
Reduced print order to 7 500;

The new publishing company is The Publishing
Partnership.

c a m p a i g n

feature

Mobilising the

MEET:

n The game ranger who
climbed Everest
n The pilot from Soweto
n The medic with an
elephant’s heart
n The SA ambassador
of innovation

wIN!

Designer jewellery
worth r12 000

Taking off!
TO THE MOON
AND BACK!
Great SA
inventions that
changed the
world
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Spare a thought for the poor old tickey box – its glory days are over. The emergence of the cell phone
has revolutionised the way we speak to one another. belinda anderson investigates the new right to
freedom of speech on the move.

t

he year 1994 ushered in not only a
new democracy in South Africa, but
also a new era of communications.
In 1993 only nine out of every 100
people had a landline . Who’d have
thought that just 13 years down the
line nearly three quarters of South Africans would
be talking to each other on mobile telephones?
Few people realised quite the impact the
launch of the cellular industry would have on
the country. In fact, a Coopers & Lybrand study,
commissioned by Telkom before it launched
Vodacom, predicted the potential number of
subscribers could be as “large” as 150 000 by the
year 2000. But, here we are in 2007 with roughly
39 million SIM cards out in the market!
Although this figure doesn’t quite reflect
the number of people using cell
phones (many people have more
than one SIM card) the country’s
70% to 80% penetration levels
are staggering, particularly for a developing economy.
Ten years ago, only the elite
few had access to cell phones.
Today, it is quite normal to see
domestic workers chatting on
their mobiles while waiting
on street corners for a taxi.

Did they pass
the tick test?
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PROUD! Magazine
The next issue of the PROUD! Magazine was published
and distributed at the PetroSA Proudly SA HomeGrown
Awards 2007/08. The purpose of the magazine is:
•
To educate consumers;
•
To communicate success stories of Proudly SA
and other successes and positive stories of
ordinary South Africans doing extra-ordinary
things;
•
Showcase Proudly SA members, their products
and services and to entice non-members to join
the Campaign.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN

Or small-business entrepreneurs like gardeners
and painters advertising their services on street
corner cardboard placards, bearing their cell
phone number.
Africa Analysis managing director André Wills
said few understood back then the fundamental
change that mobile communications would bring
about on South Africa, or any other market. The
phenomenal growth illustrated just how great
the pent-up demand had been for people to communicate with each other. Wills believed mobile
telecommunications had enabled people to talk to
each other irrespective of race, colour and creed.
Further, the industry had also boosted the ability
of small companies to expand their businesses,
be in touch with customers and operate more
efficiently. The number of small businesses, like
plumbers, painters and garden services, had
increased significantly. Mobile communications
had also enhanced big businesses, enabling
out-of-the-office staff, such as sales people, to
communicate more quickly, and other functions to
be carried out more efficiently.
Another big benefit had been putting communication in the hands of the traveller, although
international roaming remained expensive, he said.
While voice calls remained the dominant
income generator for mobile operators, Wills
explained that in the future there would be a
proliferation of mobile applications, like cell phone

pHOTOS: greAT STOCk!/AFrIkA STOCk/greAT STOCk! And greAT STOCk!/jOn HICkS/COrBIS

Celebrating South Africans

W W W.p r Ou dLyS A.CO.zA

Important changes to the magazine included
the following:
•
Having three editions per year rather than four
as a cost-saving measure;
•
Not having the magazine for sale on news
stands due to wastage, but rather direct
mailing to members, stakeholders, strategic
partners and clients;
•
Distributed at relevant and high profile Proudly
SA events;
•
Reduced print order to 7 500;
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In addition a strategy to generate revenue to pay for the
production of the magazine was implemented.
This required the Campaign to identify key clients to
advertise at R15 000 per issue, (R45 000 per annum)
for a full page advertisement together a mention in the
foreword which could be subsidised from membership
fees if relevant.

confirmation is being awaited. The proposal focused on
building a national supporters’ base for
Bafana Bafana - a programme which will be rolled out
to all provinces - “Sea of Gold”.

The new publishing company is The Publishing
Partnership.

The Proudly SA CEO was been appointed by the 2010
National Communication Partnership (NCP) and the
GCIS to serve as the 2010 Arts and Culture
Communication Cluster Champion for 2010.
This cluster has to facilitate, identify and develop
communication platforms to disseminate relevant 2010
messages. The CEO has nominated a representative,
high-profile committee which will be part of the process.

Above the Line Advertising:
Sixty-four different print advertisements were placed in
various print media. Together with print trade exchange
partners total cost incurred was R1 655 666.
The breakdown of this figure was allocated as follows:
R135 030.00 -Trade Exchanges;
R341 333.33 - Printing of Proud! Magazine;
R1 179 302.70 – Paid for advertising

An MOU is to be signed with the Western Cape Youth
Commission with a special focus on 2010 activities.

The total value of media coverage and added value
was R 11 990 367.00. This was made up as follows:
Print media: 		
R6 953 508.53
Radio: 		
R1 792 674.10
TV:		
R796 058.65
On-Line:
R 939 871.10
Partnerships: 		
R993 943.97
Cosatu: 		
R514 312.25
2010 FIFA World Cup
Information on various 2010 Business Opportunities or
Workshops was distributed to all Proudly SA members.
Travel and Tourism was a special focus, while SMMEs
were also encouraged to register with the Local
Organising Committee (LOC). Information on Events
Management Companies, etc was also made available.
A proposed MOU was submitted to the 2010 LOC for
the second time – by the end of the financial year an
outcome of the proposal was still being awaited.
The Proudly SA CEO made a presentation to the Free
State Premier and her Executive Committee as part of
the 2010 Social Cohesion projects.
An MOU was presented to SAFA and feedback and
20
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Membership overview and trends
The Proudly South African Campaign gained 47 new
members during the year under review. However, the
slow-down in the global economy had already begun to
make its impact felt on many member companies. This,
together with the natural attrition which accompanies
any membership-driven organisation has resulted in an
overall 12% year-on-year decline in membership, with 1
550 active and renewal payment due members
being registered with Proudly South African on 31
March 2009. This is 324 less than a year ago.

Most members who opted not to renew their
membership of the Campaign, indicated financial
restrictions with the necessity to redirect funds initially
earmarked for Proudly SA membership to other
critical operational costs as a major consideration.
Other reasons for non-renewal included the closing
down of some companies, as well as mergers and in
some instances the incorporation of member
companies into other companies, some of which are
not wholly or substantially South African, which would
naturally preclude them from qualifying for membership
of Proudly South African.

Active and Renewal Payment Due (RPD) Members for the period
April 2008 - March 2009

Number of members
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The members who had left the Campaign due to
normal attrition mostly attributed their non-renewal
or cancellation of membership to the lack of tangible
benefits such as explicit preferential procurement points
for Proudly SA members from government, as well as
the fact that, contrary to expectations held by some
members, Proudly SA membership per sè was not
accommodated in the Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment Scorecard.
The sharp decline in membership reflected for the
months of November 2008 and March 2009 was due
to the clean-up of the Campaign’s membership data
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base during those periods. This involved removing or
canceling members from the database whose
membership fees had been outstanding for a period in
excess of 120 day. A substantial number of prominent
and active large corporate member companies have
renewed their membership of the Campaign.
Eskom and Petro SA renewed their sponsorship of the
Proudly SA campaign for the year under review and
thus continued to support the Campaign in line with
their initial commitment as founder sponsors.
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New members
Most of the new member companies that joined the
Campaign in the year under review could be
classified as SMMEs. Businesses in this category
derive great value by associating their brands with
the Proudly SA Buy Local campaign. A fair number of
NGOs and non-profit organisations took their commitment to “good work” as “Proud South Africans” a step
further by becoming members of the Campaign.

Platforms such as exhibitions and events organised or
secured by the Marketing Unit for face to face
interaction or business to business and business to
government networking are continuously used to recruit
new members.

Historic analysis of membership

Active and Renewal Payment Due (RPD) Members
(Since inception to March 2009)
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As depicted in the graph above, the decline in
membership during the year under review has
brought the current membership figure in line with
the membership figure for March 2005 when the
Campaign was still stabilising and establishing itself
in the market.





Despite the decline in membership, the Campaign
continues to attract interest from a diverse array of
sectors, with members having a presence in at least
27 different sectors or industries. The highest
representation is in Industrial Manufacturing;
Tourism, Travel and Hospitality; Agriculture;
Financial Services; Industrial Manufacturing;
Information and Communication Technologies;
Media, Marketing and Publishing; Professional
Services, as well as the Services Sector.
The reinforcement and repositioning of the
Campaign as the National Buy Local campaign is
expected to significantly improve the number of
members to be recruited into the Campaign. It is
also expected to boost the renewal rate amongst
current members.
It is anticipated that the above, together with other
factors such as those enlisted below, will ensure a
new growth trajectory in terms of membership in the
new financial year:
the projected economic recovery which will
bring some financial relief and new
opportunities for members;
the sector-specific Buy Local and other
campaigns Proudly SA is championing;
the lobbying of all spheres of government
and business to actively buy local and to
give preference to local companies, 		
especially Proudly South African members,
when procuring; as well as
targeted campaigns aimed at changing
consumer purchase behaviour in favour of
locally-produced products and services.
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The Proudly South African Campaign has a set of
criteria which is used as a benchmark against which
applications for membership are evaluated.
Companies that apply for membership have to indicate,
and substantiate, where possible, their status in terms
of the following:
•

•

•

•

Local content - at least 50,1% of the cost of
doing business/production or rendering the
service should be incurred within the borders of
South Africa;
Quality, which relates to checking whether
the service or product is of a high quality and
complies with set standards or benchmarks ap
plicable to products or services in the particular
industry the company resides in;
Adherence to fair labour practices, as is
determined by the labour legislation of the
country;
Environmental practice - sound
environmental practices needs to be followed,
as well as an environmentally responsible
production process, where applicable.

Renewals
Membership of the Campaign is renewable annually.
Compliance checks are conducted when members
renew their membership. This is necessary to ensure
that they continue to comply with the Campaign’s
criteria. During the 2008/09 financial year the
credentials of 722 members were successfully verified,
mostly through desktop compliance research.
Compliance visits were made to member companies
in some instances. The outcome of the compliance
checks are reflected in the following graphs:

Criteria: Quality

Criteria: Labour

Criteria: Sound Environmental Practice

Criteria: Local Content
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Compliance with the 4 Criteria

Total sample size
April			54
May			61
June			65
July			97
August			66
September		

63

Monitoring the use of the Campaign’s intellectual
property after membership had ceased
Another primary responsibility of the Compliance
Department is to ensure that companies that have lost
the right to use the Campaign’s logo – either as a result
of the lapsing, termination, or voluntary withdrawal of
membership - phase out and discontinue using the
Proudly SA logo and phrase altogether. This applies to
all applications such as stationery, marketing and
communication material, products, et cetera.
Monitoring of the use of the logo and Proudly South
African phrases amongst members which had
cancelled their membership during the 2008/09
financial year confirmed that the majority - 77% - had
removed the logo from their products, while 23% was
still in the process of phasing out the use of the logo
from their material and products.
One of the main reasons attributed to the 23%
cancelled members still using the logo is the fact that
the

January		 44

Product packaging finalized prior to the terminating
of membership was one of the main reasons for the
enduring use of the logo, which effectively can only be
fully phased out once the last logo-carrying stock had
been sold.

February		 48

Illegal use of the Proudly South African logo

October		 45
November		

68

December		

44

March			53
			708
As depicted above, the overall level of compliance with
the Proudly SA criteria, substantiated by new
documentation rendered by renewing members stood
at 59%, with the balance of 41% still being required to
produce updated documentation to verify that they still
comply with all the criteria. In most cases members are
not non-compliant, but still need to provide sufficient
proof to the Campaign that they comply with one or
more of the criteria.
Most members (83%) were able to submit proof of their
compliance with the labour criterion, while only 64%
had submitted proof of their compliance with the quality
criterion.
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN

The Proudly South African logo and phrase have
been registered as prohibitive trademarks. Hence use
thereof is restricted to members and other stakeholders
that have applied for and were granted permission by
the Campaign to use it.
A number of companies that are neither members of
nor affiliated to the Campaign are known to have been
using the Proudly SA logo. It is the responsibility of the
Compliance Department to follow up on such
transgressions once it comes to their attention.
During the year under review, 35 companies were
found to have illegally used the Proudly SA logo. Upon
engagement of these companies by the Campaign, all
cases were satisfactorily resolved and closed after the
subsequent removal of the illegally placed logo.
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Objectives of the Department
1.
To optimise work outputs and to manage accountability – maximise productivity.
2.

To ensure continual improvement – maintain culture of excellence.

3.

To retain key skills - talent management.

4.

To maintain sound Human Resource Practices.

Organogram of the Campaign
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HR & Support Functions
This department ensures compliance with all labour legislation and statutory returns and ensures that the Campaign
complies with fair labour practice. The department also monitors efficiency and productivity of all employees.
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Critical competencies essential for the plan to be
implemented
Functional / technical
Various urgent vacancies exist and this is currently putting additional strain on the remaining employees:
CEO
Office Coordinator to the CEO
COO
Office Coordinator to the COO
Stakeholder Relations Manager
Executive Manager: Membership
3 Sector Managers
Marketing Assistant
Personal Assistant to CFO
HR Assistant
The Campaign implemented a new integrated software
system (SAP) which went live on 1 October 2007. This
has helped address most of the systems inefficiencies
previously experienced. This system is continually
being updated for accurate database.
Management and Leadership
The only gap within the management structure is in the
Membership Unit where Executive Manager:
Membership, 3 Sector Managers and Stakeholders
Relations Manager positions are vacant. Once these
vacancies are filled, the management structure will be
in place.
Administrative
Due to the vacant Membership Unit positions, there is a
lot of strain on the remainder staff. If these
management positions are filled, then the administrative
consultants would revert back to their normal workloads
and no additional assistance would be required here.
Soft skills
Limited formal, external training has been conducted
over the past two financial years due to budget
constraints. All staff need a Team Building exercise and
training/refresher courses in a number of critical skills,
including:
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Financial Management
Presentation Skills
Business Writing and Communication
Customer Service
Business Unit’s expected HR support
Performance Management
The Campaign has an established performance
management programme which is widely accepted by
all staff and which has not resulted in any grievances
over the past two financial years.
Internship Programme
The Campaign does offer internship programmes with
the financial assistance of Services Seta.
A learnership programme was conducted in the second
part of 2006 and the candidate was eventually
appointed on a permanent basis. There are currently 4
interns put on a skills transfer programme for a period
of six months ending in September 2009.
Labour Relations
The Campaign complies with the relevant legislation
and statutory returns and also has a comprehensive
Manual on HR Policies and Procedures.
The Campaign is currently not unionised, but strict
adherence to the policies and procedures and regular,
open communication with the employees has resulted
in no grievances being lodged in the past two financial
years. The Campaign has also not incurred any CCMA
cases against it since its inception in 2001.
Recruitment
The Campaign has a well-established recruitment
process, but recruitment has been hampered by budget
constraints. Internal promotions are preferred to
external appointments. However, various urgent
vacancies exist which are hampering the Campaign’s
delivery on its objectives and which are putting
additional strain on the already under capacity
workforce (refer to section 6.7.2).
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Competency Assessments
Competency assessments were conducted on the
entire Campaign in July 2005 and put to use where
possible. A full round of assessments of all current
staff is planned but will only be conducted once the
required budget has been granted.

since been lodged.
Discriminatory Practices
The Campaign has developed a comprehensive
Manual of HR Policies and Procedures.
These prohibit discrimination of any kind and have
extensive procedures to lodge and resolve
grievances of any kind.

Transformation and Employment Equity
The Campaign received a rating of Reasonable
Progress and an overall score of -1.73 (within the
8.00% percentile) on its last assessed Employment
Equity report submitted to the Department of Labour
(October 2006). The last report, with outstanding
assessment, was submitted in October 2008.
Diversity Management
During a one-day workshop staff developed
“house-rules” defining appropriate interaction
between employees. No complaints (on racism,
sexism, etc) have arisen either before or since the
implementation of these rules. All staff are
encouraged to give their opinions, however diverse,
on matters.

Skills development facilitators and mentors /
coaches
Proudly South African does not have a skills
development facilitator but the mentors / coaches
involved in the internal development of staff are:
Eustace Mashimbye
			

Executive Manager: 		
Corporate Services / CFO

Dalene du Preez
Executive Manager:
			Marketing &
			Communications
Vusumuzi Sithole

HR & Support Manager

Access for Disabled Persons
The building in which the Campaign is based does
have an escalator for disabled persons and therefore
the employment of disabled people with impaired
mobility would be possible.
Retention of Staff
In the 2005/6 financial year the Campaign had
lost a total of eight employees. This represents a
significant percentage based on the fact that the
Campaign’s full staff compliment is about 23. A full
retention strategy had been developed earlier, but
the implementation thereof has been hampered by
budget constraints.
Sexual Harassment
Only one sexual harassment case had been lodged
(end 2004) in the history of the Campaign. This was
addressed by an objective external attorney and both
parties were satisfied with the outcome. No further
grievances related to any form of harassment have
PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
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PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
(REGISTRATION NUMBER 2001/021636/08)
Financial statements
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2009
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